UVa-Wise Tributary Gifts

In honor of and in memory of gifts from July 1, 2014 - June 30, 2015 are listed below.

In memory of **Ida Duncan Adams** for the John I. Burton Class of ’56 Scholarship Fund made by:
- Ray and Teresa Ammon

In honor of **Freda Atwood** for the Culbertson Emergency Fund made by:
- George and Nancy Culbertson
- Jim and Sue Fischer

In honor of **J. B. Atwood** for the Culbertson Emergency Fund made by:
- George and Nancy Culbertson
- Jim and Sue Fischer

In memory of **Louise Aylin** for the J.I. Burton Class of 1956 Scholarship Fund made by:
- Dorothy Chittester
- John and Eva Fulton
- Charles and Mary Henderson
- Preston and Mary Jane Miller
- Walter and Andy Ware

In honor of **Sally Baird** for the Sally S. Baird Endowment for the Arts made by:
- Steve and Valerie Lawson

In memory of **Michael Basham** for the Michael G. Basham Memorial Scholarship Fund made by:
- Betty Basham
- Chris and Heather Basham
- William and Jane Wellons

In memory of **Joshua Bentley** for the Joshua Bentley Memorial Scholarship Football Scholarship Fund made by:
- Jerry and Karen Bentley
- Winston and Tami Ely
In honor of **Pat Bevins** for the Pat Bevins Scholarship Fund made by:

- Frankie Holbrook
- Sandra Jones
- Claude and Navada Lawson
- Royce and Linda Meade
- Mark and Natalie Wells
- Williams Chapel A.M.E. Zion Church

In honor of **Morgan and Betty Bolling** for the Morgan and Betty Bolling Scholarship Fund made by:

- Steve and Valerie Lawson

In memory of **Stanley Botts** for the Dr. Stanley H. and Frances E. Botts Scholarship Fund made by:

- Anonymous
- George and Nancy Culbertson
- Richard and Phyllis Davidson
- Winston and Tami Ely
- Robert and Dorothy Isaac
- Elizabeth McKinney
- A. George and Donna Mason
- Bill and Marilyn Maxwell
- Francis and Sally Moravitz
- Merry Lu Prior
- Norma Siemen
- J. Fred and Opal Tate
- Robert and Peggy Tyus
- Don Wax Estate
- Keith and Lynda Whittington
- Jerry White and Sherry Wolfe

In memory of **Stanley H. Botts and Frances E. Botts** for the Dr. Stanley H. and Frances E. Botts Scholarship Fund made by:

- AARP Inc.
- Gregory and Rebecca Arnott
- Jamie Love

In memory of **Hurshel Bowers** for the John I. Burton Class of ’56 Scholarship Fund made by:

- Dorothy Chittester
- James Collins
In honor of **Marshell Bradley** for the Alumni Association made by:

- Anonymous

In memory of **Julie Carter Bray** for the Julie Elizabeth Carter Bray Scholarship Fund made by:

- Michael and Valencia Hebert

In honor of **Dick and Linda Brennan** for the David J. Prior Scholarship Fund made by:

- Merry Lu Prior

In memory of **Robert Wendell Brooks** for the John I. Burton Class of 1958 Scholarship made by:

- William and Marguerite Kanto

In honor of **Gabriele and Beverly Caruso** for Foreign Studies and Visual & Performing Arts (theatre) made by:

- Mark and Carol Caruso

In memory of **Ann Cawood** for the Ann Cawood Scholarship Fund made by:

- Lewis and Rosalie Leigh

In memory of **Raydell Cross** for the Twinleaf Society for a personalized brick and the Twinleaf Society Memorial Scholarship made by:

- Rex and Sally Baird
- Jack and Shirley Calton
- George and Nancy Culbertson
- Mike Donathan
- Winston and Tami Ely
- Sandra Jones
- Steve and Valerie Lawson
- Bill and Mary Ramseyer
- Bruce Wasem
- Bill and Teresa Wendle

In memory of **Anna Culbertson** for the Culbertson Emergency Fund made by:

- J.B. and Freda Atwood

In memory of **Fred and Anna Lee Culbertson** for the Culbertson Emergency Fund made by:
- Jim and Sue Fischer

In honor of **George Culbertson** for the Culbertson Emergency Fund made by:

- J.B. and Freda Atwood
- Jim and Sue Fischer

In honor of **Nancy Culbertson** for the Culbertson Emergency Fund made by:

- J.B. and Freda Atwood
- Jim and Sue Fischer

In memory of **Ralph Cummins** for the Ralph and Carolyn Cummins Scholarship Fund made by:

- Clintwood High School Class of 1970
- Commerce Bank
- James and June Dotson
- John and Kay Dotson
- Audrey Flanagan
- Steve and Valerie Lawson
- Merry Lu Prior
- Danny and Janice Rife
- William and Thora Sutherland
- Virginia High School League
- Peggy Yates

In honor of **Carroll Dale** for the Carroll Dale/Tracy Stallard Scholarship Fund made by:

- Randy and Laura McMahon
- Merry Lu Prior

In honor of **Van Daniel III** for the Leonard Sandridge Science Center/Science Department made by:

- John and Joanna Baker

In honor of **Peggy J. Dean** for the James Taylor Adams Scholarship Award in Writing made by:

- Christine Dean

In honor of **Michael Donathan** for the Pi Kappa Phi Hawpe-Donathan Alumni Scholarship made by:

- Winston and Tami Ely
In honor of **Tami Ely** on the occasion of her retirement for the Ralph L. Siemen Scholarship in Chemistry made by:

- Preston and Mary Jane Miller

In honor of **Tami Ely** on the occasion of her retirement for a bench bearing her name to be placed by the Winston Ely Health & Wellness Center made by:

- Terry and Gina Chisenhall
- Pam Collie
- Sandra Jones
- Steve and Valerie Lawson
- Lanna Monday Lumpkins
- Susan Mullins
- Don and Cindy Sharitt
- Pearl Smith
- Michael and Kathy Still
- Bruce and Christina Turnbull
- Ben Russell and Debbie Vanover
- Bill and Teresa Wendle
- Sam and Debra Wharton

In honor of **Tami Ely** for the Ralph L. Siemen Scholarship in Chemistry Fund made by:

- Merry Lu Prior

In honor of **Tami Ely** for the R. Winston Ely & Tamera S. Ely Scholarship Fund made by:

- Winston Ely
- Sandra Jones

In honor of **Winston and Tami Ely** on the occasion of their retirement for the R. Winston Ely and Tamara S. Ely Scholarship Fund made by:

- Bill and Rue Gembach
- Steve and Valerie Lawson
- Randy and Laura McMahon
- Virginia Meador
- Darren and Kristin Stanley
- UVa-Wise Alumni Association

In honor of **Winston Ely** for the Mark and Ruby Ely Scholarship Fund made by:

- Paula Ely
- Merry Lu Prior
- Jason and Karen Riggs
In honor of **Winston Ely** for the R. Winston Ely and Tamara S. Ely Scholarship Fund on the occasion of his birthday made by:

- Darren and Kristin Stanley

In honor of **Sim Ewing** for Student Scholarships made by:

- Merry Lu Prior

In memory of **Ronnie Farmer** for the Clinch Valley College History Fund made by:

- Duane and Elsa Johnson

In memory of **Lauren Wallace Fields** for the Lauren Wallace Fields Scholarship Fund made by:

- Steve and Valerie Lawson
- Bobby and Georgeanna Morrison
- Edward Overton Jr.

In memory of **Frank and Rose Fischer** for the Fred & Anna Lee Culbertson Emergency Fund made by:

- J.B. and Fred Atwood
- Jim and Sue Fischer

In honor of **Jim Fischer** for the Culbertson Emergency Fund made by:

- George and Nancy Culbertson

In memory of **Pam Fischer** for the Culbertson Emergency Fund made by:

- Jim and Sue Fischer

In honor of **Sue Fischer** for the Fred & Anna Lee Culbertson Emergency Fund made by:

- J.B. and Freda Atwood
- George and Nancy Culbertson

In memory of **Gaynell Street Fowler** for the B. F. Athlete Scholarship Fund made by:

- Anonymous

In memory of **Gaynell Street Fowler** for the B. F. Needy Scholarship Fund made by:

- Steve and Valerie Lawson
In honor of **Robbie Fritz** for the Robert P. and Lucille M. Fritz Scholarship Fund made by:
- Merry Lu Prior

In honor of **Mitzi Fritz** for the Robert P. and Lucille M. Fritz Scholarship Fund made by:
- Merry Lu Prior

In honor of **Robert and Mitzi Fritz** for the Robert P. and Lucille M. Fritz Scholarship Fund made by:
- Merry Lu Prior

In honor of **Robert Fritz** for the Robert P. and Lucille M. Fritz Scholarship Fund made by:
- Merry Lu Prior

In honor of **Stan Fritz** for the Robert P. and Lucille M. Fritz Scholarship Fund made by:
- Merry Lu Prior

In memory of **Brock Funk** for the Brock Funk Memorial Scholarship made by:
- Napoleon Hill Foundation
- Terri Anne Hill-Funk
- Merry Lu Prior

From **Big Stone Gap Productions** for the Theodore W. Gibson and Elizabeth H. Fugate Scholarship Fund in honor of:
- Margaret Fish
- Robert Fish
- Ellen Sovern
- Jane Sovern
- Katharine Whitehouse

In honor of **Rue Gembach** for Student Scholarships made by:
- Merry Lu Prior

In memory of **Theodore W. Gibson and Elizabeth H. Fugate** for the Theodore W. Gibson and Elizabeth H. Fugate Scholarship Fund made by:
- Lawrence Eagle and Ellen Sovern
- Maurice Sovern
- Ron Meister and Jane Sovern
In memory of Carol Sue Gilbert for the Sam Gilbert Foreign Study Fund made by:

- A. L. and Sue Addington
- Anonymous
- Rex and Sally Baird
- Betty Cauthen
- Jerred and Ashley Chandler
- Robert and Pam Collins
- Jeanne Dhaem
- Winston and Tami Ely
- Marvin and Marcia Gilliam
- Elsey and Amelia Harris
- Robert and Dorothy Isaac
- Steve and Valerie Lawson
- Lena McNicholas’ Family
- Paula Nelson
- Hans and Beverly Palmer
- Don and Gigi Pippin
- Merry Lu Prior
- Saginaw Valley State University
- Carol Steinfeldt
- Bruce Wasem

In honor of Robbie Giles, Jr. for the Hawpe-Donathan Pi Kappa Phi Alumni Scholarship Fund made by:

- Ryan Bierlair

In honor of Don and Phyllis Green for the Napoleon Hill Foundation Scholarship Fund made by:

- Charles W. Johnson

In memory of Phyllis Green for the Don and Phyllis Green Scholarship made by:

- Steve and Valerie Lawson
- Napoleon Hill Foundation
- Mike and Kathy Still

In memory of Ralph and Hazel Greene for the Ralph B. and Hazel C. Greene Scholarship Fund made by:

- Marvin and Velma Greene Barker
- David and Rita Greene Call
- H. Fred and Juanita Greene Colley
- David C. and Teresa Greene Holbrook
- William and Pauline Greene Jones
- Michael and Denise Greene O'Bryan

In honor of Charles Henderson for the John I. Burton Class of 1956 Scholarship Fund made by:

- Winston and Tami Ely

In honor of Allen and Donna Henry for the Napoleon Hill Foundation Scholarship Fund made by:

- Charles W. Johnson

In honor of Chancellor Donna P. Henry for the Margaret McCue and Jessie Price Undergraduate Research Award made by:

- Bill and Rue Gembach
- Sandra Jones

In memory of Billye Henson for the Edward L. “Buck” Henson, Jr. History Scholarship made by:

- Access Advertising
- Rex and Sally Baird
- Michelle Bennett
- Billie Cook Berman
- Alice Burlinson
- Marjory Cook
- George and Nancy Culbertson
- Van Daniel III
- Frank Glass
- Eric and Lori Mann
- William and Marilyn Maxwell
- Merry Lu Prior
- Jimmy and Sherry Roberson
- James Roberts

In honor of Frankie Holbrook for the Pat Bevins Scholarship made by:

- Sandra Jones

In memory of Glenda Hubbard for the Twinleaf Society for a personalized brick and the Twinleaf Society Scholarship Fund made by:

- Anonymous
- Pat Bevins
- Jeff and Eileen Cantrell
In honor of Sandy Huguenin for Student Scholarships made by:
• Merry Lu Prior

In memory of Betty Humphreys for the Alpha Psi Chapter of Delta Kappa Gamma Scholarship Fund made by:

• Alpha Psi Chapter of Delta Kappa Gamma
• Gil and Martha Blackburn
• Danny and Anne Baker
• Rob and Gequetta Laney
• Carol Propst
• Clifford and Shirley Turner

In memory of Betty Humphreys for the Betty Humphreys FBLA Leadership Scholarship Fund made by:

• AAUW
• Janice Agee
• Alpha Psi Chapter of Delta Kappa Gamma
• Danny and Anne Baker
• Castlewood High School
• Central High School
• Council High School
• Homer and Sandra Duff
• Eastside High School
• Haysi High School
• Dennis and Glenna Hensdill
• Malinda Hogan
• Honaker High School
• Lebanon High School
• Lee County Career and Technical Center
• Frank & Louise Peele
• Dorothy Jessee Powers
• Coy and Judith Sams
• B. June Schmidt
• Billie Jean Scott
• Union High School
• Ben Russell and Debbie Vanover
• Virginia Business Education Association
• Virginia FBLA
• Virginia High School
• Thomas Walker High School

In memory of Betty Humphreys for the Jim N. Humphreys Scholarship Fund made by:

• Anonymous
• Rex and Sally Baird
- George and Nancy Culbertson
- Richard and Phyllis Davidson
- Linda Kristofek
- Steve and Valerie Lawson
- Deborah Segal
- Don and Cindy Sharitt
- South-West Insurance Agency

In honor of **Fran Hunt** on the occasion of his birthday for the Hunt Commercial Properties Group Athletic Scholarship made by:

- Martha Hunt

In honor of **Fran Hunt** on the occasion of his birthday for the Pi Kappa Phi Hawpe-Donathan Alumni Scholarship made by:

- Martha Hunt

In honor of **John Jones** for the Greatest Needs made by:

- Alpha Natural Resources

In honor of **Stas Jones** for the Hawpe-Donathan Pi Kappa Phi Alumni Scholarship Fund made by:

- Ryan Bierlair

In honor of **William Kanto and the Kanto Family** for the John I. Burton Class of 1958 Scholarship Fund made by:

- Winston and Tami Ely

In memory of **Barbara Remsen Tillman Keene** for the Greatest Needs made by:

- Rex and Sally Baird

In honor of **Travis Kennedy** for the Pi Kappa Phi Hawpe-Donathan Alumni Scholarship made by:

- Winston and Tami Ely

In honor of **William Earl King** for the Robert P. and Lucille M. Fritz Scholarship Fund made by:

- Merry Lu Prior
In honor of **Drew Kiser** for Men’s Tennis made by:

- James and Brenda Kiser

In honor of **John Lackey** for the Hawpe-Donathan Pi Kappa Phi Alumni Scholarship Fund made by:

- Ryan Bierlair

In honor of **Steve and Valerie Lawson** for the Valerie & Steve Lawson Scholarship Fund made by:

- Jimmy and Jo Stewart

In honor of **Valerie Lawson** for the Valerie & Steve Lawson Scholarship Fund made by:

- Sandra Jones

In memory of **Georgia Lee Litton** for the greatest needs made by:

- Rex and Sally Baird

In memory of **Rebecca Wright Long** for the Foreign Language Department made by:

- Randy and Dinah Baldwin

In memory of **Joseph Maiolo** for the John I. Burton Class of 1956 Scholarship Fund made by:

- Ray and Teresa Ammon
  - Dorothy Chittester
  - Charles and Mary Henderson
  - Walter and Andy Ware

In memory of **Ned John McGee** for the Greatest Needs made by:

- Rex and Sally Baird

In honor of **Rick Meade** for the Greatest Needs made by:

- Alpha Natural Resources

In honor of **Penny Merry** for the Robert P. and Lucille M. Fritz Scholarship Fund made by:

- Merry Lu Prior

In honor of **Preston D. Miller** for the John I. Burton Class of ’56 Scholarship Fund made by:
• Winston and Tami Ely

In honor of **Elsie Moorehead** for the Robert P. and Lucille M. Fritz Scholarship Fund made by:

• Merry Lu Prior

In memory of **Mary Naomi Mullins** for the James Taylor Adams Scholarship Award in Writing made by:

• Christine Dean

In honor of **Rachel Mullins** for the Robert P. and Lucille M. Fritz Scholarship Fund made by:

• Merry Lu Prior

In honor of **Martha Necessary** for the Russell P. and Doris L. Cooper Scholarship Fund made by:

• Merry Lu Prior

In honor of **Michael E. O’Donnell** for the O’D/Michael E. O’Donnell Scholarship made by:

• Stephen and Amanda Anderson
• Charles and Patti Davis

In memory of **Carlis Don Powers** for the Avery Don Powers Scholarship Fund made by:

• Janis Powers
• Bobby and Judy Shortt

In memory of **James H. Price, Jr.** for the Greatest Needs made by:

• Lori Price

In honor of **Andrea Prior** for the Robert P. and Lucille M. Fritz Scholarship Fund and the David J. Prior Scholarship Fund made by:

• Merry Lu Prior

In honor of **Andrea Prior and Tom Martin** for the Robert P. and Lucille M. Fritz Scholarship Fund made by:

• Merry Lu Prior

In honor of **Christopher Prior** for the Robert P. and Lucille M. Fritz Scholarship Fund and the David J. Prior Scholarship Fund made by:
• Merry Lu Prior

In honor of Christopher and Sarah Prior for the Robert P. and Lucille M. Fritz Scholarship Fund made by:

• Merry Lu Prior

In memory of David J. Prior for the David J. Prior Scholarship Fund made by:

• Rex and Sally Baird
• Bill and Rue Gembach
• UVa-Wise Alumni Association

In honor of Hannah Prior for the David J. Prior Scholarship Fund made by:

• Merry Lu Prior

In honor of Lucy Prior for the David J. Prior Scholarship Fund made by:

• Merry Lu Prior

In honor of Jose' Ramos for the Hawpe-Donathan Pi Kappa Phi Scholarship Fund made by:

• Ryan Bierlair

In memory of Don Ramsey for the John I. Burton Class of 1956 Scholarship Fund made by:

• Ray and Teresa Ammon
• Dorothy Chittester
• Charles and Mary Henderson
• Walter and Andy Ware

In memory of Taylor Read for the Greatest Needs made by:

• Paul and Kelly Read

In memory of Robert W. Richards, USMC (Ret) for the Velta Collins Holyfield Scholarship Fund made by:

• Dorothy Chittester
• James J. Collins, Jr.
• Thomas and Ann Peake

In honor of Brian and Brandi Robards for the Robert P. and Lucille M. Fritz Scholarship Fund made by:
• Merry Lu Prior

In honor of Carmen Rodriguez for the Robert P. and Lucille M. Fritz Scholarship Fund made by:

• Merry Lu Prior

In honor of John Salyers for the John R. and Ruby S. Salyers Scholarship Fund made by:

• Lena Haight

In honor of Ruby Salyers for the John R. and Ruby S. Salyers Scholarship Fund made by:

• Steve and Valerie Lawson

In memory of Dana Sample for the Dana Sample Scholarship Fund made by:

• James and Joyce Sample
• Brittany Hall Seybert

In memory of Margie Schoenewald for the Student Government Association Student Leader Scholarship Fund made by:

• Rex and Sally Baird

In honor of Norma Siemen for the Ralph L. Siemen Scholarship Fund made by:

• Winston and Tami Ely

In honor of Joe Smiddy for the Napoleon Hill Foundation Scholarship Fund made by:

• Charles W. Johnson

In honor of Joseph C. Smiddy for the Rosebud Smiddy Scholarship Fund made by:

• Merry Lu Prior
• Bill and Rue Gembach

In memory of Carl W. Smith for the Greatest Needs made by:

• Lewis Walker

In memory of Philip Andrew Stallard for the philip Andrew Stallard Memorial Scholarship Fund made by:

• Joe and Pat Stallard
In honor of **Tracy Stallard** for the Carroll Dale/Tracy Stallard Scholarship Fund made by:

- Randy and Laura McMahon

In memory of **Ernest Starker** for the Ernest C. Starker Memorial Athletic Scholarship Fund made by:

- Jim and June Dotson
- Doug and Sue Ellen Fleming
- William Gardner
- Kent and Tonya Grant
- John and Carolyn Grant
- Steve and Valerie Lawson
- Bill and Teresa Wendle

In honor of **Jimmy Stewart** for the Jimmy C. Stewart Scholarship Fund made by:

- Roger and George Anna Dotson
- Claude and Navada Lawson
- Randy and Laura McMahon
- Royce and Linda Meade
- Billy and Louanna Stewart
- Mark and Natalie Wells

In honor of **Jo Stewart** for the Jo Stewart Scholarship Fund made by:

- Roger and George Anna Dotson
- Frankie Holbrook
- Steve and Valerie Lawson
- Royce and Linda Meade
- Laura Pritchard
- Mark and Natalie Wells

In honor of **Jo Stewart** for the Pat Bevins Scholarship made by:

- Sandra Jones

In honor of **May Straughan** for the Joseph M. Straughan Scholarship Fund made by:

- Merry Lu Prior

In honor of **Dennis and Frances Sturdavant** for the Joseph M. Straughan Scholarship Fund made by:

- Merry Lu Prior
In memory of **David Sturgill** for the Susie Sturgill Athletic Scholarship made by:

- Bill and Gaye Sturgill

In memory of **Susie Sturgill** for the Susie Sturgill Athletic Scholarship Fund made by:

- Bill and Gaye Sturgill

In memory of **Benjamin and Sarah Sutherland** for the Benjamin & Sarah Sutherland Scholarship Fund made by:

- Steven and Carolyn Winters

In memory of **Lilu Taylor** for the Joseph M. Straughan Scholarship Fund made by:

- Merry Lu Prior

In honor of **UVa-Wise Faculty, Staff and Students** for the Greatest Needs made by:

- Paul and Kelly Read

In memory of **Laura Danielle Wampler** for the Laura Danielle Wampler Scholarship Fund made by:

- Anonymous
- Lavonne Baker
- Aire Serve, Wise – Billy Bartlett
- Jola Kayreen Carico
- Cavalier Pharmacy
- Cloverleaf Chiropractic
- H. Fred and Juanita Colley
- Crutchfield Corporation
- Mike Donathan
- Dotson Chevrolet, Inc.
- Hamilton Pharmacy
- Heritage Hall – Wise
- Jim and Rae Ann Kegley
- Kennedy Law Office
- Steve and Valerie Lawson
- Terry Lee
- Cathy Mays
- Mine Service Company
- Miners Exchange Bank
- O’Quinn Trailer & Motor Company
- Presley Trucking Co., Inc.
- Quality Inn & Suites
- Melvin and Phyllis Quillen
- Sykes Enterprises, Inc.
- Larry Tapper and Julia Winston
- Ben Russell and Debbie Vanover
- Randy and Yvonne Wampler

In honor of **Michael Wampler** for the Michael Keith Wampler Scholarship Fund made by:

- BP Wampler Consulting, Inc.

In memory of **Laura Leigh Wells** for the Laura Leigh Wells Memorial Scholarship Fund made by:

- Winston and Tami Ely
- Roy and Ruth Wells

In memory of **Coach Keg Wheeler** for the Greatest Needs made by:

- Andrew Traynor, Jr.

In memory of **Regina Willis** for the Delta Kappa Gamma Scholarship Fund made by:

- Dennis and Glenna Hensdill

In memory of **Joyce Winston** for the Robert T. Winston and Joyce R. Winston Scholarship Fund made by:

- Rex and Sally Baird

In memory of **Robert and Joyce Winston** for the Robert T. Winston and Joyce R. Winston Scholarship Fund made by:

- James and McKey Berkman
- Larry Tapper and Julia Winston

In honor of **Jewell Worley** for Student Scholarships made by:

- Jordan Fifer